Superposed epoch analysis is performed together with statistical hypothesis testing to determine whether the observed quantities (geomagnetic indices, outer belt energetic electron fluxes, and chorus properties) are statistically significantly different as functions of storm phase, storm size, and storm type. Waves generated in the outer dayside magnetosphere and observed on the ground at South Pole Station are suppressed during main phase and are statistically unchanged from random intervals during recovery phase. Waves generated in the inner magnetosphere and observed on the ground at Palmer Station are significantly enhanced during storm main phase and for about 3 days into recovery. During main phase, there are larger enhancements in chorus occurrence, amplitude, and frequency extent as observed at Palmer during larger storms. During recovery phase, there are larger enhancements in chorus occurrence, amplitude, and frequency extent as observed at Palmer during larger storms and during storms where the average rate of electron flux increase, averaged across the outer belt, is higher.
Introduction
There have been significant advances in the past decade in understanding which physical processes are important in controlling the dynamics of the Earth's electron radiation belts during solar-driven geomagnetic disturbances (see reviews by Millan and Thorne [2007] , Shprits et al. [2008a Shprits et al. [ , 2008b , and Millan and Baker [2012] ). What remains to be quantified is where, when, and under what conditions, specific processes are active and to what degree they individually contribute to the overall balance of acceleration and loss. Increasing attention has been paid to the role of whistler mode chorus emissions in accelerating electrons up to MeV energies via cyclotron resonant wave-particle interactions. There is evidence that chorus-driven acceleration plays a major and possibly dominant [Thorne, 2010] role in the reformation of the outer belt in the aftermath of geomagnetic storms. However, a significant confounding factor is that wave-particle interactions involving chorus can also result in significant losses due to the scattering of MeV energy electrons into the loss cone [Lorentzen et al., 2001; Thorne et al., 2005] . The balance between electron acceleration and loss is complex as it depends on a number of parameters including the latitudinal extent of the waves, the electron energy, and pitch angle as well as the background plasma density and magnetic field configuration Shprits et al., 2006; Summers et al., 2007; Orlova and Shprits, 2010] .
A hurdle to quantifying the role of chorus has been the dearth of in situ wave observations in previous solar cycles. The Van Allen Probes dual-spacecraft mission [Mauk et al., 2012] , launched in 2012, includes an unprecedented suite of high-resolution wave sensors and is beginning to fill this gap, but a large database of storm time wave measurements is not yet available. A number of previous studies of chorus-driven acceleration and loss [e.g., Horne et al., 2005; Shprits et al., 2007; Li et al., 2007; Varotsou et al., 2008; Albert et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2011] rely on wave measurements from the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES), but the mission had a relatively short 15 month lifetime and a rather limited wave receiver.
In contrast, there are solar cycle long data records available from ground-based ELF/VLF receivers, particularly low-noise Antarctic observing stations such as Halley Bay [Smith et al., 2010] , Palmer Station [Golden et al., 2011] , and South Pole Station [Yan et al., 2013] . Ground-based receivers are capable of observing waves of magnetospheric origin, but the data can be significantly harder to interpret due to a myriad of propagation effects. Waves must travel from the magnetospheric source region to low altitude, through the ionosphere, and possibly some distance in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide before being measured at the receiving station (see section 3.6 for a more detailed discussion of propagation effects). Nevertheless, the SPASOJEVIC ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.
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long data records available from these stations provide an opportunity to perform statistical analysis over a large number of geomagnetic storms. Smith et al. [2004a] used an 11 year (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) (1998) (1999) (2000) (2001) (2002) database of ELF/VLF observations from Halley Bay (L = 4.3) to statistically examine ground-based wave observations during geomagnetic storms. By applying a superposed epoch analysis, they found that there tends to be a depression of ground-based wave power in the chorus band during storm main phase, and this effect is attributed to the disruption of ducted propagation paths to ground (rather than a lack of chorus generation in the source region). However, MacDonald et al. [2008] developed a proxy for whistler mode wave growth using in situ plasma measurements and found that conditions for wave growth are suppressed at geosynchronous altitude in the midnight to dawn sector during the main phase of storms. This suggests that the lack of wave observations reported by Smith et al. [2004a] may be a result of reduced wave growth in the magnetosphere. Ground-based chorus activity observed at Halley intensifies during recovery phase with a peak in wave power occurring about 6 h after minimum Dst. Near 1 kHz, the recovery phase chorus intensities are independent of storm intensity (minimum Dst from −50 to −100 nT versus < −100 nT), but larger storms do result in more intense recovery phase chorus at higher frequencies (near 3 kHz). The observation of higher-frequency chorus during intense storms is attributed to the erosion of the plasmapause and the generation of chorus at lower L. Smith et al. [2004b] extended analysis of the Halley Bay database by examining differences in ground-based chorus in geomagnetic storms with and without poststorm enhancements in the 1.8-3.5 MeV electron flux (events versus nonevents) as observed at geosynchronous orbit. They found that in the lower frequency bands (0.5-1 kHz), recovery phase chorus power is higher during storms that result high poststorm electron fluxes, but at higher frequencies (near 2 kHz) the nonevents are associated with higher chorus intensity particularly in the early recovery phase. The authors conclude that the association of more intense 0.5-1 kHz chorus waves with electron enhancement events is evidence of chorus-driven electron acceleration while the association of 2 kHz chorus waves with nonevents is attributed to a propagation effect.
Here we present a statistical analysis of ground-based chorus observations from two Antarctic receiving stations at low (Palmer Station, L = 2.4) and high (South Pole, L > 9) invariant latitude during 144 geomagnetic storms from 2000 to 2010. We examine chorus occurrence, amplitude, and frequency extent as a function of storm phase, storm size, and storm type (corotating interaction region (CIR) versus coronal mass ejection (CME) solar wind driving structure) and also examine the relationship between chorus observations and energetic electrons as observed at geosynchronous orbit and at low altitude. Throughout, we perform statistical hypothesis testing to determine whether the observed quantities (Dst, Kp, energetic electron flux, and chorus properties) are statistically significantly different as a function of storm phase and type. Our work extends the studies of Smith et al. [2004a Smith et al. [ , 2004b by using data from ground stations with different magnetospheric viewing areas and improves analysis by applying rigorous statistical hypothesis testing. We also develop a new metric to categorize storms based on the rate of electron flux increase during recovery phase.
Data Sets
Ground-Based ELF/VLF
Stanford University has operated broadband ELF/VLF receivers in Antarctica at Palmer Station (invariant latitude Λ = −50
• , L = 2.4, MLT = UT − 4 h) and at South Pole Station (Λ = −70
• , L > 9, MLT = UT − 3.5 h) continuously for several decades. The receivers record wave activity incident upon two orthogonal magnetic loop antennas, and the design of the antennas and preamplifier is described by Harriman [2010] , while the overall system design is similar to that described by Cohen et al. [2010] . Full spectrum broadband data are typically recorded in a synoptic fashion, that is, 1 min of data are saved every 15 min. Historically, the high-volume broadband data was recorded on reel-to-reel analog magnetic tapes. However, beginning in 2000 at Palmer Station and 2001 at South Pole, it became feasible to record the data digitally (two channels each with 100 kHz sampling frequency; 0.3-40 kHz bandwidth). In recent years, tremendous increases in the capacity (and low cost) of digital storage media and the increased processing power of modern desktop computers have allowed us to begin large-scale data mining in a manner that was not previously feasible. The entire database of digital ELF/VLF data from Palmer and South Pole (∼15 TB) now resides on a hard-drive-based server, and automated algorithms have been developed for event detection and classification.
10.1002/2014JA019975 Golden et al. [2011] developed an automated algorithm for detecting chorus and hiss emissions in groundbased broadband ELF/VLF data. The algorithm first cleans the data by removing lightning-generated sferics and power line hum. Next, wave events are detected, and a neutral network is used to classify the events based on their spectral characteristics. In Golden et al. [2011] , the algorithm separates discrete rising emissions characteristic of chorus from band-limited noise characteristic of midlatitude or plasmaspheric hiss and rejects other emissions as noise (including whistlers, sferic bursts, sferic slowtails, and tweeks). The algorithm was applied to 10 years of synoptic broadband data from Palmer Station from May 2000 to May 2010. Due to different natural and manmade noise characteristics, a modified version of the automated emission detector was developed and the neural network retrained using South Pole data. At South Pole, chorus and auroral hiss are identified and other emissions (primarily of anthropogenic origin) are rejected as noise. The algorithm was applied to 8 years of South Pole data from January 2001 to December 2008.
The current study uses the database of detected chorus emissions from both Palmer and South Pole. The database consists of the universal time of the chorus event (in 15 min increments) and the power spectral density (averaged over a 10 s segment of data) as a function of frequency. A total of 12,179 chorus events were detected at Palmer from 308,727 available synoptic intervals (4% overall occurrence), and at South Pole 66,103 chorus events were detected from 181,327 available synoptic intervals (36% occurrence).
In order to examine differences in the occurrence of the chorus at the two stations, it is useful to examine the magnetospheric ELF/VLF viewing area of the two stations. In Figure 1a , the solid blue (South Pole) and green (Palmer) lines show the location of the two stations mapped out to the magnetic equatorial plane (noon is at the top) using the T96 geomagnetic field model [Tsyganenko, 1995] under quiet geomagnetic conditions (P dyn = 0.5 nPa, B z = B y = 0 nT, Dst = 0 nT). The dot indicates the location of the stations at 3 h intervals, and the shaded region around each dot indicates the magnetic mapping of a 500 km radius circle in the ionosphere around the station. If the chorus emissions propagate to the ground primarily in a ducted mode, the shaded region is an estimate of the ELF/VLF viewing area of the station. The convergence of magnetic field lines at high latitudes leads to a large viewing area for South Pole in the equatorial plane. In addition for the lower latitude station, work by Golden et al. [2010] determined that a significant portion of the chorus emissions observed at Palmer likely originate at higher L, propagate to low altitude in a nonducted mode (inward cross L propagation) and arrive at the ionosphere (within the ionospheric transmission cone) near the latitude of Palmer. Extensive ray tracing determined that the nonducted ELF/VLF viewing area of Palmer may extend to ∼5 R E in the equatorial plane as indicated by the dashed black lines in Figure 1a . In addition, since Palmer is located within the dipolar magnetic field region, the ELF/VLF viewing area is not strongly dependent on MLT nor geomagnetic activity while size and shape of the viewing area at South Pole depends strongly on both MLT and geomagnetic activity (discussed further below).
Before examining chorus observations during geomagnetic storms, we first examine the general features of the ground-based chorus databases and contrast the trends between the high-and low-latitude station. The occurrence of chorus at the two stations is strongly dependent on magnetic local time (MLT) with occurrence peaking near 6 MLT for the lower-latitude Palmer Station (Figure 1c ) but just before noon at South Pole ( Figure 1b ). This is consistent with the earliest studies of chorus from ground-based [Pope, 1960] and in situ observations [Tsurutani and Smith, 1977] and is likely related to the drift paths of the energetic source electrons (5-50 keV), which move outward from dawn to noon due to drift shell splitting. In addition, the overall occurrence probability at South Pole is significantly higher with chorus being observed nearly everyday when the station traverses the outer dayside magnetosphere. The high occurrence rate of chorus in the outer dayside magnetosphere has been reported in other recent studies [Li et al., 2009; Spasojevic and Inan, 2010; Bunch et al., 2011] . In addition, waves in the outer dayside magnetosphere tend to have a weaker dependence on geomagnetic activity than other sectors. This can be seen in Figures 1d and 1e , where chorus occurrence at Palmer is strongly dependent of geomagnetic activity, but chorus at South Pole can be observed over a wider range of geomagnetic conditions including extreme quiet. Several factors contribute to high wave occurrence in the outer dayside magnetosphere including drift shell splitting [Min et al., 2010] , extended latitudinal regions of homogenous magnetic field near ∼6-8.5 R E [Spasojevic and Inan, 2010; Keika et al., 2012; Katoh and Omura, 2013] , and Shabansky orbits within 1-2 R E of the magnetopause [McCollough et al., 2012] Kp is in the range of 1-2, chorus occurrence maximizes since the magnetosphere is inflated such that the South Pole viewing area is under closed field lines and there are slightly more source electrons than during the quietest conditions (Kp<1) [e.g., Li et al., 2010b] . In contrast, at Palmer chorus, observations strongly favor highly disturbed geomagnetic conditions. Finally, Figures 1f and 1g show the solar cycle dependence of chorus occurrence, which mimics the Kp dependence with wave occurrence at Palmer favoring the high activity in the peak and declining phase of the solar cycle, but at South Pole, moderate midcycle activity leads to a peak in wave occurrence. Overlaid on Figure 1g is the annual average value of the Kp index, which is well correlated with chorus occurrence at Palmer including the peak in activity seen in 2003.
Next, we explore how the geomagnetic field geometry affects the viewing area of ground-based receiving stations and contributes to the lack of wave activity observed at South Pole under highly disturbed conditions. Figure 2a shows the mapping of the ground stations out to the magnetic equatorial plane under four activity levels using the T96 magnetic field model [Tsyganenko, 1995] . In addition to Palmer and South Pole, we have also included Halley Bay in order to further explore the findings of Smith et al. [2004a] . First of all, the magnetic mapping of the low-latitude Palmer station is virtually unaffected by increasing geomagnetic disturbance with all four curves lying on top of one another, and we note that even superstorms, such as the Halloween 2003 storm [Spasojevic and Inan, 2005] , are expected to only slightly dilate the viewing area as predicted by the Tsyganenko and Sitnov [2005] model. In contrast, the magnetic mapping of the midlatitude Halley station on the nightside is strongly affected by changing conditions. The magnetic field in the midnight sector becomes highly stretched to >14 R E for the "disturbed" (red curve) level, and this may contribute to the lack of chorus during storm main phase reported by reduced conditions for whistler mode growth during main phase near midnight at geosynchronous orbit (which would be similarly affected by stretched field geometry) reported by MacDonald et al. [2008] . At the high-latitude South Pole station for quiet (blue) and weak (green) disturbance levels, the station maps onto closed field lines inside of 14 R E on the dayside. For the higher activity levels (orange and red), as the station approaches dawn, the field line becomes dragged to great distances down the dawnside flank. Further, when the station reaches ∼6-7 MLT, the field line no longer crosses the equatorial plane and becomes open.
As mentioned previously, the ELF/VLF viewing area of a ground station extends to a region surrounding the exact equatorial mapping since waves can penetrate the ionosphere some distance away from the station and propagate to the station in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. Figures 2b and 2c show how changing solar wind conditions influence the viewing area of South Pole and chorus observations for the case when the station is at 12 MLT. Figure 2b shows the equatorward distance on the ground from South Pole to the nearest closed magnetic field line as a function of solar wind dynamic pressure (P dyn ) and IMF B z . When B z is near zero, the field line passing through the station is closed (that is, the distance to the nearest closed field line is 0 km) for all levels of P dyn . Increasing pressure compresses the dayside magnetosphere, but the field line passing through South Pole remains closed. When B z turns negative, the dayside magnetopause begins to erode [e.g., Petrinec and Russell, 1993; Wiltberger et al., 2003] 
Geomagnetic Storms and Energetic Particles
A database of geomagnetic storms was compiled for the interval covered by the ground-based chorus measurements, 2000-2010. We start with an updated list of the arrival time at Earth of different types of solar wind structures provided by the authors of Richardson et al. [2000 Richardson et al. [ , 2002 (including the identification of CME-and CIR-associated structures) and an updated database of solar wind and geomagnetic parameters (including solar wind dynamic pressure P dyn , IMF B z , Dst, and Kp) at 5 min cadence provided by the authors of Qin et al. [2007] . For this study, we choose to identify storms as intervals with a minimum Dst * ≤ −50 nT occurring within 1 day of the arrival of either a CME-or CIR-associated solar wind structure. Dst * is a corrected version of the Dst index that attempts to remove the contribution of magnetopause currents, and we use the Dst * formulation of O'Brien and McPherron [2000] . Storm onset is defined as the maximum Dst * between the structure arrival and minimum Dst * . The storm main phase is then the time from storm onset to minimum Dst * . The recovery phase begins at minimum Dst * , and the end of recovery phase is defined as when Dst * recovers 80% from the minimum value. We further constrain the storm selection such that there are no intervening solar wind structures during the main or recovery phases. Using these criteria, we identified 144 geomagnetic storms from May 2000 to May 2010 (corresponding to the coverage of the Palmer data). Of the 144, 73 storms were driven by CME-associated solar wind structures, and 71 storms were driven by CIR-associated solar wind structures. For the interval from storm onset to the end of storm recovery phase, there are a total of 4163 chorus events observed at Palmer and 7086 chorus events observed at South Pole over all 144 storms.
In order to assess the impact of geomagnetic storms on energetic electron populations, we use the NOAA Space Weather Prediction Center's Daily Particle Data product, which provides a measurement of the daily fluence of electrons for energies >600 keV and >2 MeV at geosynchronous orbit from the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) [Onsager et al., 1996] . Data from 2000 through 2002 are taken from GOES-8, from 2002 through March 2010 from GOES-11 and after March 2010 from GOES-13, and the daily fluence (cm −2 day −1 sr −1 ) is converted to daily average flux (cm −2 s −1 sr −1 ). All analyses were performed on both the >600 keV and >2 MeV data with essentially identical results. Here we present only plots of the >600 keV data since that energy range is more representative of the electron population with which chorus can efficiently resonate [e.g., Orlova et al., 2012] . Although the geosynchronous orbit (L ≈ 6.6) is somewhat beyond the ELF/VLF viewing area of Palmer, the GOES data is of value since (1) it provides continuous coverage of energetic electrons for all 144 storms and (2) a significant body of research exists on the evolution of the outer belt as observed at geosynchronous, thus providing important context for the current work.
We also analyze energetic electron data from the low-altitude, high-inclination Solar Anomalous and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (SAMPEX) spacecraft [Baker et al., 1993] . We use daily averages of the electron flux in the 2-6 MeV energy range from the Proton/Electron Telescope (PET). Although the energy range is somewhat higher than typical chorus interactions, the SAMPEX data are valuable as they provide measurements over a broad range of L, allowing for a more global characterization of changes in the outer belt during storms. In this study, we examine two quantities derived from the daily averaged PET data: (1) the 2-6 MeV electron flux averaged over the entire outer belt (defined as L = 2.5 to 7) and (2) the L value at which the outer belt flux peaks (L max ). SAMPEX PET data overlap the ground-based chorus data from 2000 to 2004 and thus is only available for 100 out of the 144 storms analyzed.
Analysis
In order to examine the response of chorus waves as observed on the ground and the relationship with energetic electron populations during geomagnetic storms, we perform a set of superposed epoch analyses. For each, the t = 0 epoch is set to minimum Dst * , and average values of the variables are computed at 30 min intervals. For the ground-based chorus measurements, values are only included in the superposed averaging if the station was in a local time sector where chorus is typically observed, which for SPASOJEVIC ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.
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South Pole corresponds to the dayside hemisphere (5 < MLT < 17) and for Palmer the morning hemisphere (0 < MLT < 12) as seen in Figures 1b and 1c .
We examine four scenarios: (1) all storms versus random epochs (section 3.1), (2) large storms versus moderate storms (section 3.2), (3) CIR-driven storms versus CME-driven storms (section 3.3), and (4) storms classified as acceleration events versus nonevents (section 3.5). For each scenario, we perform statistical hypothesis testing, the Mann-Whitney U test [Mann and Whitney, 1947] , to determine whether there is a statistically significant difference between the two populations that compose the superposed averages. A Mann-Whitney U test is performed every 12 h of epoch time, and h = 1 indicates that the null hypothesis (that the samples are drawn from distributions with equal medians) can be rejected at the 5% significance level.
All Storms
First, we examine the average response of geomagnetic indices, energetic electrons, and chorus waves over all 144 storms versus a set of 144 randomly selected epochs within the same overall time interval. In Figure 3 , the average values for the random epochs are shown in black, and the storm averages are color coded with red, indicating intervals when the storm values are statistically significantly different from the random values (h = 1 for the Mann-Whitney U test), and blue indicating when there is no statistically significant difference between the two populations (h = 0). As one would expect, the values of Dst * and Kp are larger during storm main phase and recovery than randomly selected intervals, and these differences are statistically significant (Figures 3a and 3b) .
In terms of the energetic electrons, we see that both the >600 keV flux at geosynchronous (Figure 3c ) and the 2-6 MeV flux averaged across the outer belt from SAMPEX (Figure 3d ) become depleted during the main phase and reach a minimum value near minimum Dst * . After several days of recovery, the fluxes at the geosynchronous orbit exceed those of the random intervals, but averaged across the outer belt, the fluxes recover with values that are statistically similar to the random intervals. Also, the L value, where the 2-6 MeV flux peaks (L max ), moves inward during storm main phase and early recovery ( Figure 3e) . As recovery proceeds, L max moves outward again.
At the South Pole Station (L > 9), the occurrence of chorus dips strongly during storm main phase (Figure 3f ), mimicking the general Kp dependence shown earlier. Smith et al. [2004a] in examining Halley Bay data (L = 4.3) also observed a dropout of power in the chorus band during the main phase, and the dropout was attributed to the disruption of ducted propagation paths to the ground by intense storm time electric fields. In contrast, at the higher-L South Pole Station, we attribute the dropout of chorus to a lack of chorus in the source region. As a result of strong driving conditions, the dayside magnetopause is eroded, and South Pole is likely situated well inside the polar cap and on open field lines during the main phase. During the storm recovery phase, there is no statistically significant difference in chorus occurrence (or amplitude, not shown) at the South Pole compared to random epochs.
On the other hand, both the occurrence and amplitude of chorus waves observed at the lower latitude Palmer Station (L = 2.4) are significantly enhanced over random epochs during storm main phase and for several days into recovery (Figures 3g and 3h) . In contrast to Halley Bay, a main phase dropout is not seen in the Palmer data. (We note that the quantity most comparable to the analysis of Smith et al. [2004a] would be the product of occurrence and amplitude, which also does not exhibit a dropout.) On the other hand, we do observe that both chorus occurrence and amplitude are higher in the half day after minimum Dst * than the half day before, despite stronger geomagnetic activity during the main phase.
We also note that the average duration of chorus activity increases at Palmer station during geomagnetic storms. The average duration of chorus activity, estimated by the average number of consecutive synoptic intervals with chorus events, is ∼30 min at Palmer and ∼2.75 h at the South Pole, but during storm intervals the average duration at Palmer is ∼3 h while the duration at the South Pole is unchanged.
Due to the lack of enhancement of chorus observed at South Pole during storms, further analysis will focus solely on the lower L Palmer data. No statistically significant differences in chorus activity at South Pole were found in any of the subsequent analyzes.
Large Storms Versus Moderate Storms
Next, we examine the effect of storm size on energetic electron populations and chorus activity at Palmer. We calculate the median value of minimum Dst * (−77 nT) and divide the 144 storms into two equal cat-SPASOJEVIC ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. egories above (large storms) and below (moderate storms) the median. Figure 4 shows results of the superposed epoch analysis for large versus moderate storms.
In terms of the energetic electrons, we see that larger storms tend to result in deeper depletions in the electron flux both at geosynchronous orbit and averaged across the outer belt (Figures 4c and 4d) . However, by 2 to 3 days after minimum Dst * , there is no statistical difference between the flux resulting from large and moderate storms. This is consistent with past work showing that larger storms do not necessarily result to a more intense outer belt [Reeves et al., 2003; Miyoshi and Kataoka, 2005; Zhao and Li, 2013] . However, the fact that larger storms have lower fluxes at the end of main phase suggests that there is more acceleration occurring during the recovery phase of the larger storms. The value of L max is statistically significantly lower during the larger storms (Figure 4e ), a trend that has also been reported in past work [Tverskaya et al., 2003; Zhao and Li, 2013] .
Chorus occurrence and amplitude at Palmer (Figures 4f and 4g ) are significantly higher for large storms during both main and recovery phases. In Figure 4h , we have added the upper frequency cutoff of chorus at Palmer showing that chorus extends to higher frequency during more intense storms. As discussed SPASOJEVIC ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. in Smith et al. [2004a] , the chorus frequency band scales with the equatorial electron gyrofrequency, and thus the observation of higher-frequency chorus suggests that the ground station is observing waves generated in the lower L portion of the station's viewing area. Smith et al. [2004a] also observed an increase in chorus intensity in the higher-frequency channels during larger storms as observed at Halley Bay. However, Smith et al. [2004a] reported that in the 1 kHz band (where chorus at Halley is overall the most intense), there is no difference in intensity between large and moderate storms. This is in contrast to the results from Palmer where chorus is more intense during larger storms independent of the frequency band examined (not shown). Overall, we find that during large storms, chorus at Palmer occurs more frequently, has higher amplitude, and is generated at lower L shell than moderate storms, and these trends continue for several days into recovery.
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CIR-Driven Versus CME-Driven Storms
Past work has shown that geomagnetic storm driven by CIR-associated solar wind structures are more likely to result in enhanced fluxes of energetic electrons at the end of the storm recovery phase Kataoka, 2005, 2011] . A confounding factor in differentiating storms by type is that CME storms are on average significantly larger [e.g., Denton et al., 2006; Turner et al., 2009] . To account for differences in storm size, we compare the set of all CIR storms to the set of CME storms where the minimum Dst * is greater than SPASOJEVIC ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. −110 nT. Using this restriction, the two types of storms have similar average values of minimum Dst * , but CIR storms tend to have more disturbed values of Dst * and Kp during the recovery phase (Figures 5a and 5b ), consistent with past work. In terms of energetic electrons, the CIR storms tend to have a higher flux in the recovery phase as seen at geosynchronous (Figure 5c ) and averaged across the outer belt (Figure 5d ). At Palmer, we see very little difference in chorus properties between the CIR and the moderate CME storms, with the exception of higher chorus occurrence in the half day after minimum Dst * for the CIR events (Figure 5f ).
Events Versus Nonevents
Next we perform an analysis similar to that of Smith et al. [2004b] and sort the storms strictly by the value of the geosynchronous electron flux several days into recovery. We divided the storms into two categories based on the median value of the > 600 keV flux 2.5 days after minimum Dst * . Consistent with the convention of Smith et al. [2004b] , storms with flux above the median value are dubbed events and those below the median are nonevents. Figure 6a shows that the average Dst * signatures for events and nonevents are nearly identical, but the events tend to have elevated Kp for several days into recovery (Figure 6b ). Per the definition of the categories, events have statistically significantly higher flux in the recovery phase both at geosynchronous orbit (Figure 6c ) and averaged across the belt (Figure 6d ), but we also note that events tend SPASOJEVIC ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved. to have less loss during main phase and a higher flux value near minimum Dst * . In terms of chorus observations at Palmer, we see that events have higher chorus occurrence ( Figure 6f ) and upper cutoff frequency (Figure 6h ) in the half day after minimum Dst * .
Acceleration Events Versus Nonevents
In the previous section, when sorting the storms by the value of the electron flux (events/nonevents) we found that storms that tend to have a higher flux 2.5 days into recovery also tend to have a higher flux at minimum Dst * (Figures 6c and 6d) . Thus, it is unclear whether the processes that drive electron acceleration are more active during events or whether there is simply less loss during main phase as compared with nonevents and a similar amount of acceleration during recovery. This can also be seen in the breakdown by CIR/CME storms where at geosynchronous orbit, the CIR storms have higher poststorm fluxes but also higher flux at minimum Dst * (Figure 5c ). Conversely, large and moderate storms result in, on average, nearly equal fluxes after recovery, but large storms experience more losses during main phase (Figures 4c and 4d) , suggesting that acceleration processes are more active during the recovery phase of large storms. We construct a metric to attempt to select storms where the acceleration processes in the recovery phase appear to be most active. We do this by examining the slope of the flux during recovery and divide the storms into acceleration and nonacceleration events. For each of the 100 storms observed by SAMPEX, we compute the ratio of the 2-6 MeV electron flux averaged across the outer belt at the end of the recovery phase (defined previously as when Dst * recovers 80% from the minimum value) to the value at minimum Dst * . The median value for this ratio is 1.5, and we divide the storms into two equal categories above (acceleration events) and below (nonevents) the median. By using the flux at the end of the recovery phase, this metric takes into account the variable length of geomagnetic storms, which for this set of storms varies from 0.4 to 10 days (median: 1.9, mean: 2.6 days). In the superposed epoch analysis of acceleration events and nonevents, we find that average values of Dst * and Kp tend to be more disturbed for acceleration events during both main phase and recovery (Figures 7a and 7b ), but the average values of minimum Dst * are similar. At geosynchronous orbit, the electron flux at minimum Dst * is similar between the two categories, but during recovery phase, the flux rises to statistically significantly higher values for the acceleration events (Figure 7c) . Averaged across the belt, the nonacceleration events tend to be the events for which there is very little loss of electrons in the interval surrounding minimum Dst * and subsequently relatively little increase in the flux during recovery (Figure 7d ). On the other hand, the acceleration events tend to have large flux decreases during main phase and a steady rise during recovery. The value of L max is similar for the two types of storms during main phase and early recovery but moves to higher L for the acceleration events later in recovery (Figure 7e ). SPASOJEVIC ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.
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At Palmer, for storms categorized as acceleration events, we observe statistically significant increases in the occurrence, amplitude, and upper cutoff frequency of chorus waves during main phase and early recovery (Figures 7f-7h) . After about 1.5 days after minimum Dst * , the properties of chorus are similar between acceleration events and nonevents.
Influence of Day-Night Ionospheric Conditions
As mentioned previously, ground-based wave observations are challenging to interpret and to directly related to wave activity in the magnetosphere due to several distinct effects of wave propagation. Chorus observed at Palmer Station is believed to have a source region near the geomagnetic equator [e.g., LeDocq et al., 1998; Santolik et al., 2004] , whereas the source region for waves observed at South Pole may extend to higher latitudes [e.g., Tsurutani and Smith, 1977; Spasojevic and Inan, 2010; Katoh and Omura, 2013] . Once generated, the waves can propagate in either a ducted [Helliwell, 1965, section 3.6] or nonducted [Chum and Santolik, 2005; Golden et al., 2010] mode toward the topside ionosphere. In the off-equatorial region, Landau damping due to the suprathermal electron distribution becomes important particularly for the nonducted waves, and the amount of damping is expected to be geomagnetically dependent [Li et al., 2010a] . Detailed examination of nonducted propagation, including the effects of Landau damping, as it relates to ground observations of chorus at Palmer station was performed by Golden et al. [2010] . Waves that reach the topside ionosphere with wave normal angles within the relatively narrow ionospheric transmission cone [Helliwell, 1965, section 3.7] or that are scattered into the transmission cone by F region density irregularities [Walker, 1974; Sonwalkar and Harikumar, 2000] can propagate through the ionosphere but undergo transionospheric attenuation that is dependent on latitude, season, time of day, and geomagnetic conditions [Graf et al., 2013] . Finally, waves that exit the ionosphere some distance from the station propagate in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide with attenuation up to 7 dB per 100 km close to the ionospheric exit point and a few dB per 1000 km at further distances [Walker, 1974; Tsuruda et al., 1982] . For a given ground-based wave measurement, the propagation path from the source region to the station is unknown, and few studies have directly compared in situ and ground-based observations. Notably, Golden et al. [2012a] performed a statistical analysis of hiss as observed on the ground at Palmer and in situ by the Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms spacecraft. They evaluated the utility of ground-based measurements in predicting in situ amplitudes and found that the results depended strongly on both local time and day-night ionospheric conditions.
In the analysis presented in the previous sections, we treated all wave observations equally and did not attempt to account for differences in the propagation path. In this section, we explore differences due to day-night conditions at Palmer (which affects both transionospheric and subionospheric propagation) and its influence on the observed amplitude. Graf et al. [2013] used the full wave model of Inan [2008, 2009] to provide estimates of transionospheric attenuation to update the curves of Helliwell [1965, section 3.7] . At the geomagnetic latitude of Palmer and for a wave frequency of 2 kHz, Graf et al. [2013] estimated that the total ionospheric attenuation is ∼3-8 dB higher under day conditions than under night conditions. For the Palmer Station chorus database, the normalized occurrence of chorus under day versus night conditions is essentially identical, 6.26% occurrence for day (defined as sunlight at 100 km altitude) and 6.29% for night. However, the average amplitude across all day measurements is 1.9 dB lower than the average across all night measurements. We note that at South Pole, the observed average day-night difference of 0.56 dB is also lower than the Graf et al. [2013] prediction of ∼2-6 dB. Figure 8 shows the distributions of chorus amplitude under (a) day and (b) night conditions. Figure 8c shows how the difference in the average amplitude changes over the year with a maximum in day-night difference in the Southern Hemisphere winter months and minimum in Southern Hemisphere summer months. There are few night hours (due to the restriction of no sunlight at 100 km) and no night chorus events from day of year 0 to 60 and 300 to 365. We also examined the difference in day-night amplitude as a function of Kp but found no clear trend.
In order to account for day-night differences in our analysis of geomagnetic storms, we scaled the Palmer night measurements by the average day-night difference as a function of day of year derived in Figure 8c . For days 60 to 90 the average difference was found to be +0.2 dB (day events were on average stronger), but we used instead a value of 0 dB since the observational result does not meet general expectations and may have been skewed by the small number of night events in this bin. After scaling the night amplitudes, we recomputed the superposed averages and the statistical hypothesis tests, and we present comparisons for our key results in Figures 8d-8f Figure 3h (superposed epoch of storms versus random epochs). The dashed line is the average for all storms performed after scaling downward the night measurements. For clarity, the superposed averages for the random epochs are not shown (black curve in Figure 3h and corresponding dashed curved for averages after scaling), but the result of the statistical hypothesis test are color coded. Scaling the night events results is a slightly lower average amplitude, but during storm main phase and for 3 days into recovery, the storm amplitudes are still statistically significantly higher than random epochs. After scaling, however, from day 3 onward, the storm intervals are statistically no different than random intervals (dashed curve changes from red to blue). Figure 4g (large storms versus moderate storms). Here we find that the night event scaling affects brief intervals of statistical significance (blue dashed curve for days −1.5 to −1 and days 2 to 2.5), but the overall result of higher amplitudes during the main and recovery phases of larger storms holds. Figure 8f shows the comparison for Figure 7g (acceleration events versus nonevents), and here there are no changes to the statistical significance after scaling the night measurements.
In summary, the normalized occurrence of chorus events at Palmer is not affected by day-night ionospheric conditions, but the event amplitude is on average ∼2 dB higher during night conditions and exhibits seasonal dependence. If we scale downward the amplitude of the night events by a seasonally dependent factor, we find that the results of the statistical hypothesis testing are essentially identical with the exception that when comparing storms versus random epochs, there is a statistically significantly higher amplitude for only 3 days into recovery rather than >4 days seen before the amplitude scaling was applied.
Discussion
Long data records from ground-based ELF/VLF receivers are used to statistically examine the response of magnetospheric chorus emissions to different types of geomagnetic storms and the relationship to changes in the outer belt electron population. Chorus waves have a high occurrence in the outer dayside magnetosphere with South Pole Station (L > 9) observing chorus on ∼80% of days when traversing the noon sector. However, during the main phase of geomagnetic storms, there is a significant dropout in the wave occurrence at South Pole (Figure 3f ), which is attributed to compression and erosion of the dayside magnetosphere that places South Pole either on open magnetic field lines poleward of the chorus source region or on field lines that extend to large (> 15 R E ) distances in the flanks of the magnetotail (Figure 2 ). Specifically, when the station is in the noon sector, we find a strong negative correlation between the equatorward distance to the nearest closed field and the occurrence of chorus at South Pole (Figures 2b and 2c) . During storm recovery phase, there is no statistically significant difference between chorus occurrence and amplitude at South Pole as compared to random epoch intervals (Figure 3f ). The magnetospheric chorus population observed at South Pole is not driven by storm-time activity, and chorus in the outer dayside magnetosphere likely does not play a role in the recovery of outer belt.
At the lower latitude Palmer Station (L = 2.4), the occurrence and amplitude of chorus waves are significantly enhanced during the main and recovery phases of geomagnetic storms (Figures 3gand 3h) . In contrast to the observations at South Pole and Halley Bay (L = 4.3), there is no dropout in wave activity during main phase. Smith et al. [2004a] discussed several possibilities but primarily attributed the main phase chorus dropout at Halley to the disruption of ducted paths to ground by strong storm time electric fields. In Figure 2a , we explored another possibility, that is, how the changing geomagnetic field configuration with increasing activity influences the ELF/VLF viewing area of the stations. At Halley Bay, the field lines passing through the ground station on the nightside become dramatically stretched under disturbed geomagnetic conditions and map to distances >10 R E , well outside the chorus source region. Measurements at geosynchronous orbit are similarly influenced by the stretched magnetic field configuration since it does not generally lie in the magnetic equatorial plane, and MacDonald et al. [2008] reported that the conditions for whistler-mode growth at geosynchronous orbit near midnight during main phase are also reduced. In contrast, the magnetic mapping of Palmer is not strongly influenced by geomagnetic activity level, and the main phase chorus observed at Palmer is likely representative of activity in the inner magnetospheric source region.
Chorus activity at Palmer exhibits a maximum in occurrence, amplitude, and upper cutoff frequency in the early recovery phase of geomagnetic storms (within a half a day of minimum Dst * ) despite the fact that, on average, the Kp and Dst * indices are more disturbed during main phase (Figures 3g and 3h ). It is difficult to assess whether the slightly weaker chorus activity during main phase (relative to amount of geomagnetic activity) reflects conditions in the source region or is the result of another effect such as a disruption in propagation to ground. Statistical studies of chorus activity [Meredith et al., 2001; Li et al., 2009; Bunch et al., 2012; Agapitov et al., 2013] primarily bin the data by the instantaneous (or average within several hours) value of an index (typically AE), and this will act to average out any subtle storm-phase-dependent effects. Golden et al. [2012b] constructed a dynamic chorus model from spacecraft data driven by the time history of solar wind and geomagnetic conditions, but the input data were from 2008 to 2011, an interval with insufficient storm-time statistics. Therefore, further work is needed to understand if the observed strengthening in chorus activity during early recovery phase as observed at Palmer reflects enhanced conditions for growth in the magnetosphere.
In comparing large storms (Dst * < −77 nT) to moderate storms (Dst * > −77 nT), we find that the occurrence, amplitude, and upper cutoff frequency of chorus at Palmer are all significantly enhanced during large storms (Figures 4f-4h ). The increase in the upper cutoff frequency is attributed to the inward motion of the plasmapause and the generation of waves at lower L values and was also reported in Smith et al. [2004a] . However, in the lower frequency band (1 kHz) where chorus is most intense overall, Smith et al. [2004a] reported that the wave intensity was independent of storm size. The difference in chorus intensity as a function of storm size between the two stations is somewhat puzzling, but it is possible that the deep inward motion of the plasmasphere during large storms results in more chorus activity within the ELF/VLF viewing area of the SPASOJEVIC ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.
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station. On the other hand, the ELF/VLF viewing area of Halley Bay at higher L is less influenced by the location of the plasmapause. Smith et al. [2004b] examined storms with and without enhancements in the geosynchronous 1.8-3.5 MeV electron flux (events and nonevents) and reported that the response of chorus at Halley Bay is frequency dependent. In the lower frequency bands (0.5-1 kHz), recovery phase chorus power is higher during storms that result to higher poststorm electron fluxes, and the authors cite this as evidence of chorus-driven electron acceleration. On the other hand, at higher frequencies (near 2 kHz), the non-events are associated with higher chorus intensity particularly in the early recovery phase, but this association is disregarded as a propagation effect resulting from the cutoff of the higher-frequency wave source region by rapidly recovering plasmapause. However, it is unclear why this propagation effect would only be attributed to nonevents particularly since the authors report that there is no correlation between storm intensity and electron flux enhancements.
We performed a similar analysis to that of Smith et al. [2004b] and separated the storms by the absolute flux level after several days of recovery. We found that, on average, storms with higher recovery phase fluxes tended to be storms with lower amounts of loss during main phase (Figures 6c and 6d ), similar to the trend at geosynchronous orbit in the comparison of CIR and CME storms in Figure 5c . We concluded that storms with the highest recovery phase flux do not necessarily represent storms where acceleration processes are most active, and we instead developed a new metric to partitioned storms based on the slope of the flux in the recovery phase.
During the recovery phase of storms that we categorize as acceleration events, the occurrence, amplitude and upper cutoff frequency of chorus as measured at Palmer are statistically significantly enhanced for about a day and a half after minimum Dst * . Our analysis suggests that during acceleration events, chorus may be more intense in the source region and that the source region extends to lower L. Both of these factors result in favorable conditions for chorus-driven electron acceleration, and the duration of the chorus enhancements observed at Palmer are consistent with theoretical calculations of the required diffusion timescales Shprits et al., 2009] .
Conclusions
We performed superposed epoch analysis and statistical hypothesis testing to examine the properties of chorus as observed by ground-based receivers as a function of storm phase, storm size, and storm type, and the rate of energetic electron flux increase during recovery.
1. During the main phase of geomagnetic storms, there is a dropout of chorus activity as observed on the ground at South Pole Station (L > 9) and is attributed to the region being either on open field lines or on field lines that map to large distances in the flanks of the magnetotail. 2. During the recovery phase of geomagnetic storms, there is no enhancement in chorus activity compared with random intervals as observed on the ground at South Pole. 3. At Palmer Station (located at L = 2.4, but with an ELF/VLF area extending to L ≈ 5), chorus is strongly enhanced during both the main and recovery phases of storms. The occurrence, amplitude, and upper cutoff frequency of chorus all peak in early recovery phase, within less than half a day of minimum Dst * . 4. During storm main phase, chorus at Palmer occurs more frequently, is more intense, and extends to higher frequency during larger geomagnetic storms. Larger storms also tend to result in larger depletions of electrons by the end of main phase as observed at geosynchronous and averaged across the outer belt. 5. During storm recovery phase, chorus at Palmer occurs more frequently, is more intense, and extends to higher frequency during larger geomagnetic storms, and storms where the rate of electron flux increase, averaged across the outer belt, is the higher. 6. CIR storms tend to result in a higher flux of electrons in the outer belt, but we find little difference in chorus activity at Palmer between CIR storms and CME storms of equal average strength. 7. When separating storms by the absolute flux level during recovery, we find that storms with the higher recovery phase flux tend to also have higher flux near minimum Dst * . For events with higher recovery phase flux, chorus occurrence and upper cutoff frequency at Palmer are briefly enhanced during early recovery phase. SPASOJEVIC ©2014. American Geophysical Union. All Rights Reserved.
